The Application Gap in Retail

SURVEY REPORT

78% of retailers are not able to guarantee
application performance while 88% confirm it
negatively impacts their customer satisfaction
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Offering a shopping
2.0 experience is
a challenge for
two out of three
retailers

S

appears to be a single, seamless
purchasing platform, retailers need
to coordinate a variety of systems
and applications in the background.
There is pressure for retailers to
keep up with growing consumer

ince the advent of online
retailing, the trend
towards omni-channel –

synchronization of online and offline
purchasing channels – has been
steadily gathering pace. In order for
customers to be presented with what

expectations and deliver an optimum
shopping experience. As highlighted
by 79% of the respondents, omnichannel is crucial for retailers to get
right if they are to survive. Against
this backdrop, many retailers are
struggling to develop the technology
infrastructure and applications to
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deliver omni-channel and expected

challenges. The research reveals two

customer service levels both today

priorities: provide customers with the

and in the foreseeable future. In fact,

best possible shopping experience

two-thirds (65%) say that offering

across all purchasing channels and

a shopping 2.0 experience to

develop Omni-channel. However,

customers is a challenge for their

retailers are found to be at the mercy

organization.

of underperforming technology, everchanging IT trends and a complex

Ipanema Technologies commissioned

infrastructure at an organizational

Loudhouse to conduct a multi-

level. As a matter of fact, 74% state

country survey of retailers in order

that sprawling IT infrastructure is a

to understand their priorities and

challenge, and 94% are changing

Research methodology
More than 400 interviews were conducted with IT decision-makers involved in
networking in retail organizations. The respondents’ organization’s had at least 1000
employees and at least 10 sites globally linked via WAN. Interviews were carried out in
the UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Benelux, Switzerland and the USA. Respondents
completed a survey in January – February 2014. Research was conducted by
Loudhouse, an independent research agency based in London.
Number of sites globally linked by WAN
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10-24

34%

25-49

24%

50-99

20%

100-249

11%

250 or more

11%

their network design to adapt to
new IT trends. As a result, they
lack confidence in their ability to
achieve commercial goals with their
current IT infrastructure and are
unable to provide the exemplary
customer service that today’s omnichannel customer demands. This is
illustrated by just a third (35%) rating

experience as “excellent”.
• 85% say it is a priority in their
organization to offer shoppers the
best possible experience, where
half say that this means offering
interchangeable purchasing
channels (49%);
• 79% agree that omni-channel is

their organization’s typical customer

crucial for retailers to get right if

experience via omni-channel as

they are to survive;

“excellent”.
• Two-thirds (65%) state that
The study uncovers the gap for

offering a shopping 2.0

retailers between realizing their

experience to customers is a

omni-channel aspirations and

challenge for their organization.

giving customers the service they
demand. Guaranteeing application

Key technology priorities – Aligning

performance is crucial if retailers

IT infrastructure with business

are to close this gap and reap the

objectives (74%) and moving to the

rewards of successful omni-channel

cloud (57%).

operations.
Key findings of the report are:

• Sprawling IT infrastructure (74%)
and pressure from the business
to provide technology innovation

The omni-channel challenge – only

(71%) are the key challenges for

1/3 consider their customer

retail organizations;
5
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• The top technology priorities

to quickly and easily guarantee

in retail organizations are

application performance (78%)

cloud deployment (57%)

or quickly and easily roll out new

and mobile/web application

applications (78%);

development (55%), supply chain
optimization (54%) and unified
communications (52%);

• There is also limited confidence
in the ability to support their
organization’s sales ambitions

• These technology trends are

even more so for newer purchase

impacting network design

channels: only between half and a

(94%) and other business

third are “very confident” in their

applications, creating a need for

in-store (46%), website (42%),

bandwidth increase (52%), server

omni-channel (35%) or app (31%)

virtualization (52%), or network

channel applications.

architecture changes (47%).
The application performance
Lacking confidence in application

imperative – Improving customer

performance – 3/4 IT decision-

omni-channel experience leads to

makers are not able to guarantee

increased sales (55%) and improved

business-critical application

reputation (51%).

performance.
• Three-quarters (76%) think it is

• Consistent and outstanding
application performance is seen

crucial in this industry that, they

to have the most positive impact

have absolute confidence in their

on brand reputation (90%),

technology performance;

employee productivity (90%),
customer satisfaction (88%) and

• However, the majority is not able

employee satisfaction (also 88%);
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• A significant improvement in

demands and market shifts towards

an omni-channel approach is

omni-channel, and must therefore

expected to lead to increased

confront the associated challenges.

sales (55%) and improved

Only by being able to guarantee the

reputation (51%);

performance of retail applications
can organizations close the gap

• 45% state that failure or
underperformance of technology
or applications has detrimentally
affected staff productivity. It

between their current service
delivery and their service aspirations,
in light of ever-growing customer
expectations.

has also resulted in employees
complaining (43%) and
customers complaining on social
media (41%). In one in three
cases (35%), customers have
abandoned purchases due to
application performance issues.

in back-office technology, however,

T

is critical if retailers are to retain

(37%), achieving new customer

their customer base, acquire new

acquisition (36%) and improving

shoppers and survive in an omni-

the shopper experience (32%) are

channel environment. Retailers

key objectives for retailers in 2014.

cannot afford to ignore customer

Customer experience is the key to

Competition in the retail sector is
fierce and technology is on the front
line of service delivery. Investment
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The omni-channel
challenge – Only
1/3 consider their
customer experience
as “excellent”
he trend towards omnichannel is firmly rooted
in a focus on customers.

Increasing customer satisfaction

achieving these objectives.

are willing to queue to pay in a store
for an average of just 2 minutes

As shown in Figure 1, this ultimate

and 15 seconds before abandoning

shopper experience is made up of a

their purchase.

number of elements. These include
providing excellent customer

The ultimate shopper experience

service (58%), fast service and

boils down to omni-channel: Speed

transactions (55%), offering

and Quality of Service, seamless

interchangeable purchase channels

inter-channel service, timely delivery

(49%) and providing shoppers with

of information to customers and

the right information at the right

personalization are all aspects

time (49%). Speed of service is a

retailers can provide. The priority

particular challenge for retailers.

placed on omni-channel is clear,

According to the study, customers

with four in five (79%) respondents

Figure 1: Constituents of the ultimate shopper experience

Providing excellent customer
service

58%

Speedy service and
transactions

55%

Enabling shoppers to use purchase channels
interchangeably

49%

Providing shoppers with the right information at
the right time

49%

Personalised service (including offers
tailored to individuals)

Offering the lowest prices

47%

42%
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stating that omni-channel is crucial

to customers is a challenge for their

to get right if they are to survive.

organization.

It is interesting to note that retailers’

Key technology
priorities – Aligning IT
infrastructure with
business objectives
(74%) and moving to
the cloud (57%)

confidence in being able to achieve
this is lacking. In fact, just a third
(35%) rate their organization’s typical
customer experience via omnichannel as “excellent” – lower than
for in-store (48%) and website (42%)
purchase channels as illustrated in

B

Figure 2. It is clear that retailers are
struggling to achieve their ambitions,
with two-thirds (65%) stating that

ack-office technology
underpins the effective
delivery of many

aspects of the omni-channel retail

offering a shopping 2.0 experience

Figure 2: The quality of the typical customer experience via different purchasing
channels (among those offering each channel)

Excellent

Good

Fair

Website customer experience
(Those with website)

App customer experience (Those with app)
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27%

10%

12%

46%

42%

35%

Don’t know

42%

48%

In-store customer experience

Customer experience f rom sy nchronised
in-store and online serv ice (Those with
omni-channel)

Poor

39%

51%

22%

1%

1% 2%

19% 1% 2%

experience. However, retailers report

In addition to this, two-thirds report

that they are at the mercy of poor

facing pressure from the business

technology infrastructure, being

to cut costs (67%), problems with

largely reactive to technology trends

achieving consistent performance

and business priorities.

of key applications (66%) and an
inability to grow into new markets

The greatest challenges for retail

with existing infrastructure (65%). In

organizations, as illustrated

a global context requiring businesses

in Figure 3, are sprawling IT

to do less with more, technology is

infrastructure across sites (74%)

more than ever a game-changer.

and pressure from the business to

As retailers weigh up technological

provide technology innovation (71%).

priorities, cloud deployment (57%),

Figure 3: Challenges currently facing the organization
A great deal

A fair amount

A little

Not at all

Don’t know
Great + fair (net)

Sprawling IT infrastructure across sites
Pressure from the business to provide tech innovation
Pressure from the business to cut costs
Consistent performance of key applications
Can't go into markets w/ existing infrastructure
Offering a shopping 2.0 experience to customers

26%
29%

24%
22%

Application performance issues

25%

Disruption and delays in supply chain processes
New technology uses for employees

19%

Video-streaming for customers

17%

71%

3% 1%

67%

1%

66%

41%

31%

3%

1%

65%

27%

7%

2%

65%

27%

8%

1%

64%

5%

1%

63%

3%

1%

64%

5%
5%

2%

60%

9%

2%

53%

10%

3%

51%

31%
33%

40%

33%

35%

34%

3% 1%

4%

38%

34%

74%

29%

36%

25%

2% 1%

43%

43%

23%

Offering free Wi-Fi for customers in-store

30%

36%

23%

28%

25%

42%

31%

New business processes as a Service (e.g. cloud CRM)

23%

48%

36%
36%
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mobile/web application development

increased bandwidth (52%) or server

(55%), supply chain optimization

virtualization (52%). In fact, just 6%

(54%) and unified communications

state that their network design is not

(52%) rise to the top. When

being impacted by these trends.

considered alongside the IT sprawl
that most retailers are experiencing,

Against a backdrop of back-office

implementing these solutions adds

technology changes, retailers face

complexity and cost to the equation.

a myriad of technology challenges.
Beyond cost which is cited by nearly

Furthermore, becoming mobile and

half (45%) of retailers, technology

cloud-ready, is forcing structural

is often viewed as an impediment

changes on the network. As shown

to delivering effective omni-channel

in Figure 4, over half state that

service. Technology risk, including

these trends are creating a need for

data loss, system weakness or

Figure 4: Ways in which retailers are changing their network design because of
technology trends such as cloud and mobile

Increase bandwidth

52%

Server virtualisation

52%
47%

Network architecture changes

43%

Content delivery network

Hybrid networking
We are not changing our network design due to
technology trends such as cloud and mobile
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39%
6%

project failure (39%), current

sector is largely in reactive mode,

infrastructure limitations (38%)

rather than strategically ensuring

and limited technology (36%) are

that their infrastructure is fit for

mentioned by more than a third of

purpose and future-proof.

retailers. Proving the effectiveness
of investment in exemplary customer
experience is also a hurdle, with a
third (33%) unsure of the benefits or
return on investment from additional
technology investment, and 30%
stating that there is a lack of
organizational buy-in.
Developing effective omni-channel
experience presents its own

Lacking confidence
in application
performance – 3/4
IT decision-makers
are not able to
guarantee businesscritical application
performance

devices (39%), creating a seamless

A

purchase channel for shoppers

retailers. Guaranteed and robust

(38%), visibility of stock and

application performance is a pre-

fulfillment issues (37%) and being

requisite for achieving organizational

able to quickly react to retail trends

targets, irrespective of the

(37%).

purchase channel. The importance

technological issues for retailers:
Tracking consumers who are
browsing and buying from multiple

mid these varied
technology challenges,
retail applications also

present a significant hurdle for

of application performance is
The diversity of these technology

underlined by three-quarters (76%) of

challenges highlights that retail

retailers in the survey.
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However, the majority of retailers lack

use and performance (75%) or report

confidence in their own IT processes.

on application performance in the

As shown in Figure 5, over three-

right level of detail to the relevant

quarters say that they are unable

people (75%). Without being able

to very quickly or easily guarantee

to guarantee the performance of

application performance (78%),

applications or measure application

roll out new applications (78%) or

performance, retailers will continue

manage application SLAs (77%).

to be on the back foot in delivering

A similar proportion are unable to

the optimal service.

readily support the opening of new
This lack of confidence in application

stores (75%), measure application

Figure 5: The ability to quickly and easily manage various IT processes

Very quickly and easily

Fairly quickly and easily

Not particularly quickly and easily

Not at all quickly and easily

Guarantee application performance

22%

Roll-out new applications

23%

Manage application SLAs

24%

Support opening of new stores

24%

Measure application use and performance

25%

Relevant reporting on application performance

25%

Manage additional traffic from in-store Wi-Fi

26%

Manage & deploy new usages/transformations

26%

46%

Troubleshoot application performance issues

26%

47%

Control internet traffic growth

27%

46%

Identify which applications are mission critical
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31%

48%

Not very
(net)
26%

4%

78%

49%

24%

5%

78%

46%

28%

3%

77%

5%

75%

2%

75%

1%

75%

7%

74%

4%

74%

3%

74%

4%

74%

1%

69%

42%

28%

47%

26%

49%
38%

25%
29%
24%

49%

24%
24%
19%

performance is evident across all

are creating the highest level of

retail channels. In fact, fewer than

application performance pain.

half of retailers are very confident in
their technology platforms being able

In the end, they lack confidence to

to support sales ambitions for any

readily guarantee, change or report

channel. As illustrated in Figure 6,

on application performance, and

confidence is lowest for apps (just

to support sales targets across

31% are very confident), followed by

purchase channels. Until retailers

omni-channel (35%), website (42%)

have reliable and responsive

and in-store (46%) channels. Not

applications, they will find it difficult

surprisingly, the newer channels

to achieve their goals and satisfy
consumer expectations.

Figure 6: Confidence that the technology platforms currently uses by the
organisation are able to support sales ambitions for different channels in the
coming year (among those offering each channel)

Very confident

Fairly confident

Not very confident

Sales in-store

Sales via the website

Customer service from synchronised in-store
and online service

Sales via an app

Not at all confident

46%

42%

42%

35%

31%

Don’t know

10% 2%

48%

47%

47%

7% 3%

14%

17%

4% 1%

4%
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The application
performance
imperative – Improving
customer omni-channel
experience leads
to increased sales
(55%) and improved
reputation (51%)

T

If retailers can achieve consistent
and high levels of application
performance, they can expect
to benefit from positive impacts
both internally and externally.
Figure 7 shows that, with regard
to staff, employee productivity
(90%) and satisfaction (88%) would
improve given optimum application
performance assurances. Retailers

he rewards for getting it

themselves benefit from improved

right are significant but,

brand reputation (90%), a positive

conversely, businesses

impact on their financial targets

cannot afford to fail in their

(84%) and customer acquisition

endeavors.

Figure 7: The impact of consistent and high levels of application performance

Major positive impact

Minor positive impact

Minor negative impact

Major negative impact

Customer / shopper satisfaction

Employee productivity

Brand reputation

Employee satisfaction
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No impact
Positive impact
(net)

54%

50%

49%

44%

34%

11%

1%

88%

40%

8%

1%

90%

41%

44%

Company financial targets

41%

43%

Customer / shopper acquisition

40%

45%

10%

90%

11%

88%

14%

13%

2%

84%

1%

85%

(85%). Customer satisfaction (88%)

consumer word-of-mouth (47%) and

is also an area to be positively

cost savings (46%).

affected.
At the other end of the spectrum,
In fact, if retailers made significant

nearly half (45%) state that the

improvements to their omni-channel

failure or underperformance

approach by the end of the year,

of technology or applications

more than half would expect to

has detrimentally affected staff

see an increase in sales (55%)

productivity or resulted in employees

or an improvement in reputation

complaining (43%). 41% report

(51%) – see Figure 8. Other benefits

that application failure has led to

include increased market share

customers complaining via social

from competitors (47%), positive

media (41%), and one in three (35%)
attributes customers abandoning

Figure 8: The expected benefits if significant improvements in omni-channel
approach are made by the end of 2014

Financial increase in sales

55%

Improvement of reputation (in terms of trust, quality

51%

or customer service etc.)
Market share increase from competitors

47%

Consumers telling others about their good
experience (either in person or via social media)

47%
46%

Cost savings
No benefits

Don’t know

2%

1%
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purchases to technology failures.

being a significant part of the
solution, is currently presenting a

The benefits of retailers gaining

considerable challenge to realizing

control of applications and improving

their ambitions. Likewise, customers

their omni-channel approach are

have high expectations for the retail

considerable. In the long-term, brand

service that they wish to receive and

reputation is built on the ability to

the evolution of purchase channels,

have reliable technology in place

and retailers feel ill-equipped to meet

to support both current and future

those hopes. Technology is currently

business objectives, and failure to

not enabling retailers to offer what

guarantee application performance

they themselves and customers want

ultimately undermines business

them to be.

growth.
The development of omni-channel

Leverage application
performance to
improve the retail
customer omnichannel experience

R

processes that are already unreliable
and struggling to cope with today’s
retail demands. Retailers are
facing pressure to do more with
less, and many of their objectives
are dependent on technology.

etailers are ambitious
when it comes to the
service levels and

delivery processes that they wish
to achieve both now and in the
18

adds further complexity to IT

future. However, technology, while

They require confidence in the
performance of applications so
that they can not only close the
application gap, but also reap the
rewards of consistent technology
performance and omni-channel

developments.
As omni-channel continues to
gather pace and the opportunities
to integrate this approach
proliferate in the coming years,
the pressure on technology to
deliver this will only increase. With
infrastructure and applications
already creaking under the strain,
the pressure to close the application
gap is intensifying and retailers
need to act now to capitalize on the
benefits of guaranteed application
performance.
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ABOUT IPANEMA TECHNOLOGIES
Ipanema provides enterprises with a direct connection between application
performance and their business requirements. With Ipanema Technologies, enterprises
understand which applications use the network and automatically deliver guaranteed
performance to each user. Enterprises can support their strategic IT transformations
(like cloud computing and Unified Communications) and control Internet growth while
reducing their IT expenses. Ipanema’s customers range from mid-sized companies to
enterprises with 1,000s of sites. Enterprises can use Ipanema as a product through an
international network of certified channel partners, and as a service through Managed
Service Providers and telecom operators’ managed services. For SMBs, Ipanema is
available as a service through Ipanema’s AppsWork™ authorized partner network.
For more information, visit: www.ipanematech.com
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